
MOBILE BUILDING 
SOLUTIONS



INDUSTRY



The modular office facilities were built on a green field. The building is air conditioned and connected to a well that provides water supply. The waste is discharged into 
underground pits. The building is powered by generators. We supplied furniture, including kitchen appliances.

OFFICE BUILDING AND FACILITIES FOR GAS 
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR



Facilities for a construction company, including offices, meeting places and sanitary facilities on Senovážné náměstí. The offices are equipped with complete computer 
network and standard office furniture. The kitchen is tailor-made, including electrical appliances. The building is protected by a security system.

OFFICE BUILDING AND FACILITIES FOR A 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY



The specially modified ALGECO module serves as facilities for the sand 
quary operating. The base of the module allows good visual contact with 
suppliers and easy adjustment of the industrial scale.OTRUBY SAND QUARRY



34 modules with a usable area of 450 m2 are available to builders implementing a developer project. The modules 
are accessible from the outside via stairs with powerful LED lighting. We equipped the rooms with furniture, 
waste bins and fire extinguishers.DEK PRAGUE



He modular concept creates a platform for dealing with contractors. To get the 
demanded impressive room, the customer chose the ADVANCE PLUS product. The 
air-conditioned sets integrate a separate kitchen as well as a sanitary container.

With a projector screen, flag columns, entry stoop with rooflet, 
cleaning zone. A central switchboard is included in the delivery.

TAKENAKA EUROPE 



The two-storey modular assembly served in 2018 as a facility for a manufacturer in the automotive industry.  
The modules were used as offices, locker rooms and a dining room. As always, we also provided the 360° SERVICE, 
including air conditioning for indoor comfort.BENTELLER



The building serves as administrative facilities for the reconstruction of  
the Negrelli Viaduct in Prague. The set is made up of a system of corridors 
and includes sanitary facilities and kitchens. The offices are fully air con- 
ditioned. The entrance to the upper floors is via stair towers.

HOCHTIEF -  
NEGRELLIHO VIADUKT



During the reconstruction, ALGECO ensured alternative office facilities. The complete servi-
ces included an air-conditioned two-storeyed structure, with carpet flooring and IT distri-
bution networking, gulley tanks and a storage module for construction use.OLYMPUS PŘEROV



PREMIUM limited liabilities - maintenance services, cleaning 3x a week, split AC, DATA-NET services.  The company 
decided to completely refurbish all their ppremises, and ALGECO products became an im portant part of the pro-
ject. Thanks to our modular solutions, dozens of managers and assembly-men found the backgroung.MONDI ŠTĚTÍ



Split Acs, distribution networks, glass entry doors, central distribution box, container grounding, hydrant, extinguishers, staircases, 
rubber flooring for opacity and comfort of stairs, door rooflets. The ALGECO modules were used for staff offices and sanitary 
facilities. In addition to the modules, we also supplied a kitchen.  

VARROC LIGHTING   
SYSTEMS



Odular concept of the manufacturing object of the Maier facility in Prostejov. A freestanding two-storeyed building with 
a slanting secondary roof and flying parapet. The building accomodates administrative services, offices a confe rence room 
and sanitary facilities.MAIER CZ

A customized glass partition.



Administrative building for a German company while the JAGUAR LAND RO VER premises 
were in construction. The completely furnished houses are available to any internal or external 
customer. DÜRR SYSTEM AG

Complete furniture, multifunctional units, AC system, projector, meeting room and cleaning zone.



He ALGECO modular units became the temporary facilities of wholesale staff. The customer thereby solved the need of a temporary 
attachment for offices during the reconstruction, and found the ALGECO modular structures to be optimal.ESCO CZ

Split ACs, heavy duty carpet flooring.



One of our largest modular structures was erected in 2016 in Nitra. This 
wil serve as a facilities for the JAGUAR LAND ROVER factory construction. 
Thanks to the flexibility and our complete services, the air-conditioned ALGE-
CO structures  were fully adapted to the requirements of the client. 

JAGUAR LAND ROVER



The ALGECO modular units were used for air-conditioned offices with full sanitary attachments in Praha - Dejvice; 
the layout is based on a large open-space cafeteria, conference rooms, offices and other facilities.HOCHTIEF CZ



ALGECO offers imaginative solutions to the customer’s conditions, even when limited. Just the small 
area was enough for the facilities needed for staff, made of the warmed moduls. The complete services 
also included more than 100 wardrobes, a central distribution box and other equipment.ANTOLIN LIBAN



MND DRILLING A SERVICES A.S. This ALGECO modular structure  
 makes the facilities for workers at  
 gas wells during construction. 
Two-storeyed construction was grounded on the concrete panels laying on the arable rand. The moduls were completely equipped with the furniture required and the 
hoarding was delivered to the object.



EVENTS



ALGECO The ALGECO modular buildings became a base for TV crews broadcasting the events from the Ice Hockey World Championship as well as security zones. During 
the entire championship, all spectators and visitors went through special modules with frame detectors.

IIHF ICE HOCKEY WORLD  
CHAMPIONSHIP SLOVAKIA 2019



A residential container as a base for the presentation of Red Bull Mind 
Gamers, a computer game. We used the ALGECO SHOP series for the 
two-day food cultural festival at the Prague Exhibition Grounds. Our 
modules are very often used as facilities for various events.

REDBULL BURGERFEST



Our modules formed two workstations with office equipment, as a temporary base for the KIA showroom. Thanks to 
the glass walls of the ALGECO SHOP modules, the dealers had enough light and, above all, an overview of the cars 
on display.

KIA SPARE 
SHOWROOM



Kitchenettes, water containers, pumps, information desks, bar chairs, tables, stands, carpets, refrigerators, french win-
dows, shelfs. At NATO days the ALGECO modules were used for organization staff and VIP spaces, and naturally, for 
background use  as the kitchen and sanitary space too.NATO DAYS





AC, billboards, glass doors, mobile terrace, staircases. This time ALGECO 
modules formed the organizational and VIP structures at the main stage 
and facilities for the performers and staff. Sanitary modules were used for 
WC and showers of the facilities.

COLOURS OF OSTRAVA



The attractivity of the International film festival in Karlovy Vary is available by the contribution of ALGECO 
making the facilities including complete service. The staircase towers for the lovely view are very popular. More 
than 30 modules are used during the festival for visitors and organisers. 

KVIFF KARLOVY VARY



In August 2017 Sliač was the venue of the 7th. Internationar Air Show. The ALGECO modules serving as a background for visitors were used 
in the VIP zone. Eight modules wre divided into four skyboxes. SIAF



An annual basis, ALGECO provides services for the management of Bratislava summer event of „Magio beach“. 
The housing and sanitary modules provide a problem-free traditional Bratislava summer event. The gulley 
tanks are provided too.BEACH MAGIO





SCHOOL



Our modular structures were used as a temporary kindergarten in Bystřice. This is a clear proof that our modules can also form 
creative solutions for the needs of our customers. We managed to meet the individual requirements of the investor, and the 
result was a beautiful kindergarten for children.BYSTŘICE



Project of a two-storeyed building representing housing and sanitary modules. The structure 
can hold 96 children in Praha 5, Velka Chuchle, where temporacy premise was needed while the 
old building was rebuilt.VELKÁ CHUCHLE



ALGECO provides buildings for schools and kindergartens with a fast time of erection, solving capacity problems. The complete 
services assist in the equipment of school desks, changing rooms, toilets and facilities for children.SCHOOLS



modular buildings and service 360°



www.algeco.cz


